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Abstract
We present a method for attaining sub-arcsecond pointing stability during sub-
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orbital balloon flights, as designed for in the High Altitude Lensing Observatory
(HALO) concept. The pointing method presented here has the potential to perform
near-space quality optical astronomical imaging at ∼1–2% of the cost of space-
based missions. We also discuss an architecture that can achieve sufficient thermo-
mechanical stability to match the pointing stability. This concept is motivated by
advances in the development and testing of Ultra Long Duration Balloon (ULDB)
flights which promise to allow observation campaigns lasting more than three
months. The design incorporates a multi-stage pointing architecture comprising: a
gondola coarse azimuth control system, a multi-axis nested gimbal frame structure
with arcsecond stability, a telescope de-rotator to eliminate field rotation, and a
fine guidance stage consisting of both a telescope mounted angular rate sensor
and guide CCDs in the focal plane to drive a fast-steering mirror. We discuss the
results of pointing tests together with a preliminary thermo-mechanical analysis
required for sub-arcsecond pointing at high altitude. Possible future applications
in the areas of wide-field surveys and exoplanet searches are also discussed.
1. Introduction
The advent of space-based observations has transformed the fields of Earth
science, planetary science and astronomy. The significantly enhanced image clar-
ity, unique vantage point, and 24-hour observation capabilities offered in Earth
orbit resulted in an understanding of our planet and our place in the Universe to
unprecedented levels. However, these advances come at a significant cost. For any
space-based instrument or experiment to be feasible, even the most cost-effective
design and implementation requires substantial financial resources and launch fa-
cilities often only found at the national agency level.
For a number of years, a far cheaper alternative has been to fly experiments
and instrumentation aboard sub-orbital balloon flights. In rising above the ma-
jority of the Earth’s atmosphere, many of the advantages of space-based missions
can be achieved at a small fraction of the cost of a fully-fledged orbiting space
platform. Despite this apparent low-cost advantage, two key issues have limited
sub-orbital balloon flights for the purpose of precision optical astronomy: flight
duration and pointing stability. The former results in a significant reduction in
the total quantity of scientific data that can be recorded, whereas the latter re-
sults in a significant reduction in overall quality of those data, when compared to
the space-based equivalent. However, with the development and testing of Ultra
Long Duration Balloon (ULDB) flights underway, the observation campaigns of
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the near future could be several months (up to ∼ 100 days) in duration for each
launch, greatly increasing the data-gathering capabilities. Assuming a success-
ful recovery of the payload, HALO could conduct an ∼ 100 day observing run
(flight) each year, with of order 1000 square degrees observed in each flight. To
address the issue of data quality, this paper introduces the design approach for
a high-precision pointing stability architecture that was developed for the High
Altitude Lensing Observatory (HALO) concept.
The HALO concept is a weak lensing balloon-borne mission. Weak lensing is
the phenomenon by which the deflection of light from faint background galaxies
by foreground dark matter structures. HALO has the ultimate goal of survey-
ing several thousand square degrees of the night sky to high-precision in order
to constrain the nature of dark energy (the name given to the mysterious force
or property of space-time that is causing the expansion of the Universe to accel-
erate). While there are a number of ways to study dark energy, weak lensing is
potentially the most effective at constraining dark energy and possible modifica-
tions to General Relativity, provided that systematic effects are understood and
mitigated ([1]; [2]). Weak lensing distorts the apparent shapes of background
galaxies by a few percent, informing us of the intervening dark matter, while the
time-dependent growth of dark matter clustering probes the nature of dark en-
ergy. Weak lensing as probe of dark energy is one of the cleanest probes as the
lensing signal depends only on the underlying total mass distribution and there
are no significant astrophysical sources of uncertainty or contamination. Rather,
weak lensing requires precision in the measurement of galaxy shapes and photo-
metric redshifts. Given the small (percent level) effects of weak lensing on galaxy
shapes, a small and well-modeled Point Spread Function (PSF) is absolutely cru-
cial for successful measurement. A balloon-borne experiment like HALO, with
a ∼ 1m class mirror and flying above more than 99.9% of the atmosphere can
achieve a PSF size of about 0.2′′, compared to a PSF size of about 0.7′′ from the
ground. The requirement on PSF knowledge in practice can be met by placing
a stringent requirement on PSF stability, which has been notoriously difficult to
maintain in ground-based experiments(see, e.g. [3];[4];[5]). The requirements
on PSF size and stability drive weak lensing mission design to require observa-
tions made above the deleterious effects of the atmosphere for maximum control
of shape measurement systematics. This control of systematics will be enabled
by the pointing developments and thermo-mechanical architecture outlined in this
paper and will allow HALO to achieve imaging resolution approaching that of
the HST-COSMOS survey [6] with a survey area an appreciable fraction of the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; [7]). This architecture also has the potential to
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advance data collection in any field of astronomy requiring high pointing stability.
Thus, the goal of this paper is to show that one aspect of a space mission (PSF
size and stability) can be approached with a balloon-borne system.
This paper has the following layout: In section 2, we provide a short back-
ground to sub-orbital balloon flights and some previous applications. In section
3, we outline HALO requirements and describe the specifics of a new techni-
cal approach proposed to attain the required sub-arcsecond pointing stability and
thermo-mechanical stability, along with preliminary results of in-lab testing and
modeling. Section 4 discusses the future applications and the possible science-
impact of such a system. We give a brief summary and discussion in section 5.
2. Background to sub-orbital balloon flights
2.1. Early and continuing development
Scientific balloon flights have been around in one form or another since the
late seventeenth century and, before the advent of orbital satellites, were the best
remote method for weather data recording at altitude. While the basics of scien-
tific balloon experiments have not changed, balloon capabilities have increased
and their dependability has improved greatly. They have the advantage of be-
ing able to be launched from locations worldwide to support scientific studies,
the development and readiness timescales are relatively short, and crucially, the
payload/instrumentation are very often reusable and upgradeable.
Present-day standard NASA scientific balloons are constructed of polyethy-
lene film of 0.002 centimeters in thickness and filled with helium gas. There
are currently three types of operational balloon missions used by NASA: Con-
ventional Ballooning, Long Duration Ballooning (LDB) , and Ultra Long Du-
ration Ballooning (ULDB). Conventional missions typically use direct line-of-
sight for command and data transmission and have flight durations ranging from
a few hours to a few days. A Long Duration Balloon mission normally traverses
between continents or around the world for one circumnavigation, while using
satellite-based systems for command and data transmissions during flights lasting
up to three weeks. Ultra Long Duration Ballooning, enabled via Super-Pressure
Balloons (SPB), has been designed to increase flight durations up to one hundred
days at altitudes of ∼ 30 km. This altitude is above 99.9% of the atmosphere.
This is the new frontier of scientific ballooning and will significantly increase the
amount of data that can be collected in one balloon mission. NASA has already
had several successful test SPB balloon flights, including one that lasted well over
a month, and has begun to select science payloads for ULDB flights.
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2.2. Previous applications
The range of applications of balloon-borne experiments and instrumentation
is extremely varied, as is their contribution to scientific firsts. Examples of sci-
ence from balloon-borne instruments include early maps of the anisotropies of the
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) [8], the first identification of antiprotons
in cosmic rays [9], early detection of gamma-ray spectral lines from supernova
1987A [10], the first observation of positron emission lines from the galaxy [11],
early detection of black-hole x-ray transients in the galactic center region [12],
and observations of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and chlorine monoxide radicals
in the stratosphere [13]. More recently, in November 2008, measurements of
high-energy cosmic-ray electrons by the Advanced Thin Ionization Calorimeter
(ATIC) instrument flown over Antarctica [14] displayed a bump in the spectrum
that suggests a nearby cosmic-ray source, possibly the signature of annihilation of
dark-matter particles. Many other balloon instruments continue to produce signif-
icant discoveries.
In addition to the scientific measurements enabled by balloons, there are many
examples of spacecraft instrumentation that have been advanced by balloon-flight
tests, through demonstrating detector technologies,providing complementary sci-
ence data, and validating instrument concepts. The design of both the Differential
Microwave Radiometers (DMR; [15])instrument on the COsmic Background Ex-
plorer (COBE) satellite and the High Frequency Instrument (HFI; [16]) on the
Planck satellite benefitted from earlier balloon borne instruments (e.g, [17]; [18])
that returned science data and understanding of instrument performance. Other
examples include the testing of Cd-Zn-Te (CZT) detectors in space-like environ-
ments, enabling their use on the highly-successful Swift satellite [19].
Planetary instrumentation has also been developed from balloon missions. The
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL; e.g. [20]) will fly a Tunable Laser Spectrometer
(TLS) that traces its heritage back to a series of balloon experiments that detected
trace gases in the Earth’s atmosphere using the Balloon-borne Laser In Situ Sensor
(BLISS; [21]) instrument. Indeed, the applications of balloon-borne experiments
and instrumentation are as varied as their space-based counterparts.
3. HALO requirements: Attaining sub-arcsecond pointing and thermo-
mechanical stability from balloon platforms
3.1. HALO Requirements
While flights of balloon experiments and instrumentation have had great suc-
cess, flight duration and robust pointing control have limited their use for pro-
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Figure 1: A general multi-stage pointing control architecture for sub-arcsecond pointing stability.
The top block refers to the gondola control and the interface to the lower block, which is the
instrument-level fine guidance system. The fine guidance system combines sensor information
from guide CCDs and the angular rate sensors (ARSs) in order to drive a Fine Steering Mirror
(FSM) control loop to correct for jitter. This generates a fine guidance signal to the Wallops
Arcsecond Pointing (WASP) system for improved telescope body pointing.
longed, high-precision optical astronomy. Previous missions, such as the Sun-
rise solar telescope [22], employed the Sun as its tracking source and went on
to demonstrate that pointing control with 0.05 arcsecond stability was possible.
Stratoscope II [23] which began operations in the 1960’s and achieved 0.02 arc-
second stability, showed that pointing control via star-tracking was possible using
bright guide stars (5th - 9th magnitude). Newer technological approaches, as dis-
cussed in this paper, together with the advent of ULDB flights hold the promise
of bringing precision optical balloon astronomy to full fruition.
Due to the nature of the proposed science, the HALO concept has stringent
requirements on the pointing stability and control of the balloon platform. The
primary measurement systematic in a weak lensing experiment arises from the
need to accurately determine galaxy shapes by removing the distorting effects of
6
Table 1: The pointing stability and control requirements for HALO. These are derived from the
necessity for accurate shape measurements and PSF deconvolution for weak gravitational lensing.
Measurement requirement: Instrument requirement:
0.06′′1 σ RMS (0.15′′FWHM) tip/tilt stability over 400
seconds with a goal of 0.04′′RMS (0.1′′FWHM)
Centroid using guide stars down to AB magnitude 16 co-
located in science Focal Plane Array (FPA) with frame
transfer guide CCDs read at 50 Hz. Fast Steering Mirror
with 500Hz bandwidth.
Correct for field rotation of sky and pendulation during
400 second integrations to 4”
Combination of guide stars as above and high rate iner-
tial sensing (500Hz) on telescope structure with 3-axis
angular rate sensors (ARS) sensitive to < 50 nanoradians
RMS
For thermal/mechanical stability to PSF ∆ellipticity
<0.001, multiple measurements of guide stars over
course of a night to characterize PSF stability
Stabilize telescope structure to ambient ±4K to maintain
stable alignment (± 2K at optical instrument). Also use
wavefront sensing software and actuated secondary mir-
ror to maintain internal alignment.
the instrumental PSF from the measured shapes. This drives requirements on the
PSF size ([24]) and stability ([25]). The specific pointing and thermo-mechanical
stability requirements for HALO are displayed in Table 1. The first two require-
ments (on tip/tilt stability and rotational stability, or jitter) are derived from a
desire to keep the PSF close to diffraction limited in the optical, taking full advan-
tage of the almost non-existent atmosphere (and thus seeing) at balloon altitude.
In fact, the quantitative requirement is set so that the PSF size will have roughly
equal contributions from diffraction, translation/rotational jitter, and charge diffu-
sion within the CCD detectors. Since these components are added in quadrature,
minimizing any one of them has diminishing returns once they become roughly
equal in size. The third requirement (on thermo-mechanical stability) is in place
to ensure that the PSF stability (and thus knowledge) allows us to perform ac-
curate shape measurements and PSF deconvolution. The requirement is derived
quantitatively from [25] so that the PSF measurement errors in a hypothetical sev-
eral thousand square degree HALO weak lensing survey would be sub-dominant
to the statistical errors from such a survey. Such a survey could be carried out
in one or two ULDB observing campaigns of ∼ 100 days each. These require-
ments on PSF are designed to bring us close to achieving the PSF properties (size
and stability) afforded by space without the full cost of a space mission. Driv-
ing down the PSF size is important because PSF-systematics scale as the square
of the PSF size ([26]), affording HALO an order of magnitude advantage over
ground-based surveys in this regard. Furthermore, [27] show that the measure-
ment biases for galaxies shapes are a factor of several smaller for space-like PSFs
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Figure 2: Left: The WASP pointing system in a laboratory test with a mock telescope (long rod
going from upper left to lower right) mounted in two gimballed frames (the white squares). This
is the system used in the hang test described in the text with results shown in Figure 4. The mock
telescope is moved along the axes described by the silver metal bearings. Right: Photograph of
a scale model of the WASP system with the rotation axis added, allowing the telescope to correct
for field rotation of the sky. The telescope can be cantilevered from a mount bearing in the center
of the gimballed frames. The long white bar in the left panel has here been replaced with the metal
rod extending from the middle of the picture to the upper left. This rod represents a telescope and
is on a rotation axis.
than for ground-based PSFs, given the same shape measurement techniques, and
[25] show that any even in optimistic observing conditions, future ground-based
surveys will likely become systematics limited over 1000 square degrees. Thus,
the goal of this paper is to show that one aspect of a space mission (PSF size and
stability) can be approached with a balloon-borne system.
In this paper, we introduce a multi-stage pointing architecture that is capable
of such sub-arcsecond pointing stability on balloon platforms. This multi-stage
architecture is depicted in Figure 1. We also outline an architecture that will meet
the requirement on thermo-mechanical stability. While the technical solution pre-
sented here is novel in its approach, its design is built upon the heritage of several
existing mechanisms and balloon missions, and as such the implementation would
not require exhaustive development. We highlight that while this design solution
was developed for the HALO concept, it has broader applications to any field of
astronomy requiring high pointing stability (see section 4.2 for discussion).
3.2. Nested-gimballed frames and gondola structure
We have considered several gondola structures that would provide the required
range of motion for a wide field survey as required by the HALO science goals.
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Figure 3: Two different design approaches for the gondola structure. In both cases the gondola
and telescope design employs a nested series of gimballed frames in order to correct for jitter
of the telescope. Rotational correction (to counteract sky-rotation) is accomplished via either a
series of gimballed motions as described in Appendix A (left), or an on-axis shaft bearing with
a corresponding telescope counterweight (right). The counterweight could consist of electronics,
batteries and other components of HALO so as not to increase the total mass.
The viable design space separates into essentially two options. A structure with
3 or 4 nested gimbals (left panel of Figure 3; see also Appendix A) can provide
azimuth, elevation, and roll control (the latter through coordinated motion of two
or more axes). The second option (and the HALO default design) is the current
Wallops ArcSecond Pointing (WASP, Section 3.3.1) design with a supplemental
roll axis and counterweight as shown in the the right panels of Figures 3 and 2 (see
also Figure 5. The gimbal designs (without counterweight) all require precision
gondola azimuth axis control (the first gimbal). Control algorithms for the three-
gimbal designs are somewhat complicated (again, see Appendix A), while in a
four-axis system the gimbals move in a very simple way, but the gondola azimuth
must be very accurately controlled. The required level of precision for this type
of design has not yet been demonstrated. The current WASP design (without
roll control) is straightforward and its performance demonstrated in laboratory
hang tests and a recent test flight with a dummy telescope. To control roll the
WASP design must be augmented with an axial roll bearing with the instrument
cantilevered out in front of the bearing and a counterweight behind the bearing.
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The rotational performance of such a system has not been demonstrated and there
may be mass penalties due to the counterweight. The WASP team does have plans
to fully demonstrate this aspect of the design in the near future. The current HALO
baseline is to use the WASP system with an axial roll bearing. However, we are
still considering three and four axis gimballed systems and describe the rotational
mathematics of such systems in Appendix A.
3.3. Gondola coarse azimuth control
The first stage of a precision pointing architecture enables coarse attitude con-
trol of the gondola in which everything else is contained. Systems such as Wallops
Flight Facility’s (WFF) advanced coarse rotator have been developed and are fully
mature. The system has been used on multiple NASA balloon missions to posi-
tion the entire balloon gondola for the purpose of orienting solar panels towards
the sun and providing approximate positioning of the instrument payload. The
accuracy of this rough pointing system is ± 5 deg in azimuth. The software in
the rotator has been recently enhanced to accept azimuth data from a GPS attitude
determination unit, and can position the gondola to any desired azimuth relative
to the GPS attitude during the day or night to an accuracy within 1 deg.
3.3.1. Wallops Arc-Second Pointing system (WASP)
The baseline HALO design adopts the Wallops Arc-Second Pointing (WASP)
system (which has 2 gimbals, see Figures 2 and 5), augmented with an axial roll
bearing. The instrument will cantilevered out in front of the bearing and the
counterweight could consist of batteries and electronics that are already part of
HALO’s mass budget. The WASP team have plans to fully demonstrate this as-
pect of the design in the near future.
The WASP design approach recognizes that the elimination of static friction is
essential, and that nonlinearities can cause serious errors in fine pointing. The de-
sign eliminates this static friction by keeping the bearing shaft constantly rotating
using a small torque motor and planetary gear reduction box. The design approach
also uses the balloon load train (the suspension cables and recovery parachute) as
a reaction torque source. This allows for continuous pointing by making use of
the attachment of the gondola through the flight train to the balloon to absorb the
momentum reacted from the telescope into the gondola.
The WASP stage is designed to utilize an attitude solution developed by inte-
grating the rates from an inertial rate sensor. During pointing acquisition, the inte-
grated solution is aided by a star-tracker which provides 3-axis attitude knowledge
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Figure 4: Sample station-keeping data from a WASP hang test. This demonstrates the ability
to achieve sub-arcsecond target error nulling (0.22′′RMS) with the mechanical configuration dis-
played in Figure 2 in a flight-like test environment.The flight-like test environment included hang
tests where the WASP apparatus was freely swinging and added mechanical perturbations of the
system like those that could be expected for a stratospheric balloon payload.
to the 3 arcsecond level. During mission fine-pointing operations, the attitude so-
lution is aided by target offsets provided by the payload (at 50Hz).All stages of
the pointing control have enough control authority for acquisition of the science
target and guide stars and hand-off to the fine guidance system for stabilization.
3.3.2. WASP hang test and flight test results
The system design consists of an orthogonal pair of pitch and yaw gimbals
for control of the telescope structure. A prototype system was constructed, sus-
pended, and performance tested at Wallops Flight Facility (see the left panel of
Figure 2). This consisted of a WASP Demonstration Prototype System with a
simulated gondola/bridle system beneath a coarse azimuth pointer. With this me-
chanical configuration, and in a flight-like test environment, it was demonstrated
that a sub-arcsecond target error nulling of 0.22-asec (RMS) could be achieved
(Figure 4; see also [28]). It was also demonstrated that the mutual interactions be-
tween the WASP and rotator control loops are negligible, i.e. the rotator is able to
maneuver the gondola without significantly impacting performance of the WASP.
A full suite of tests was performed, including target slewing, station-keeping, step
disturbance-torque response characterization, and large-angle disturbance inputs
into the gondola (pendulous and wristing modes)1. Linear analysis, nonlinear
simulation and testing show that a significant vertical imbalance in the instrument
leads to an unstable rotational excitation of the gondola below the rotator, since
1If we imagine the flight train as an “arm” hanging below the balloon, the parachute system is
the upper-arm, the cable ladder is the fore-arm, the rotator is the pivot point at the wrist, and the
gondola is the hand. The wristing mode consists of gondola rotations about the pivot at the rotator
(wrist). This mode is significant for the WASP.
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Figure 5: The WASP system as flown on a test flight in the Fall of 2011. This system showed
pointing stability of ∼ 0.3′′(RMS) in pitch and yaw using a mock telescope and full flight elec-
tronics. The system was operational for nearly 2 hours during a flight on an 11 million cubic foot
balloon flying at 105, 000 feet.
the corrective torques from the control system will necessarily be in resonance
with the natural transverse frequencies of the flight train. Thus, stability of this
mode requires a combination of the slight natural damping of the flight train and
tight specifications on vertical imbalance of the telescope. Testing also included
sequencing of mission modes from uncaging (unstowing the telescope), multiple
target acquisitions and station-keeping, to recaging and shutdown.
A full engineering test flight was recently completed and showed gondola
pointing stability of ∼ 0.3′′(RMS) in pitch and yaw. This is better than the HALO
requirement, but the WASP test configuration contains a large inert mass (meant
to simulate a telescope) which may help to damp vibrations. For this test, the
WASP system ground processor was replaced with a single flight computer, and
the commercial motor driver and resolver circuits were replaced with flight qual-
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ity electronics. All electronic systems worked as expected during the test flight.
The test flight, which took place on 7 October 2011, lasted 4.75 hours and allowed
the WASP system to be exercised for nearly 2 hours. The flight was done using
an 11 million cubic foot balloon at a float altitude of 105, 000 feet. Coarse rota-
tion was performed using a rotator in solar tracking mode. As discussed in the
following section, rotational control at the level required for HALO remains to be
demonstrated. The WASP system used for the flight test is shown in Figure 5.
3.4. Telescope rotation
WASP tests to date have focused on tip/tilt stability. However, for a survey
telescope like HALO, the stability of the resultant image data also depends upon
correctly eliminating sky rotation, the apparent effect of the sky rotating due to
the Earth’s rotation. Hence, for even moderate length exposures, there is this
additional pointing constraint and the system architecture must be designed to
eliminate rotation about the telescope line-of-sight. To control image blurring at
the level required for robust weak lensing measurements of HALO’s target galaxy
population, rotational jitter about the telescope line-of-sight must be less than one-
fifth of a pixel at the edge of the half square degree HALO Field of View (FOV;
4 arcseconds FWHM). This requirement on rotation is tighter than those on tip-tilt
pointing because rotational jitter of the PSF is harder to model than translational
modes; the effects of rotational motion on a star depend on the stars distance from
the center of rotation, but translation motions affect every star in the FOV equally.
In addition, the efficiency of survey applications like HALO is increased if the
cameras do not rotate relative to the sky during an entire observation campaign.
This ensures that subsequent exposures can be tessellated into a large mosaic. For
HALO, this also maintains the orientation of the Point Spread Function (PSF),
which includes directional spikes from diffraction around secondary mirror sup-
ports. Even for observations of a single pointing, a system architecture capable of
maintaining constant parallactic angle (the angle between a fixed direction on the
telescope and the direction to the north celestial pole) will be able to track the same
guide stars throughout the night. This guarantees high-performance centroiding
and attitude control using standard control algorithms.
The default HALO design uses the WASP system plus an extra WASP bear-
ing/motor placed at the rear of the telescope to directly rotate the telescope about
the line of sight (see the right hand side of Figures 3 and 2). However, as described
in Section 3.2, we are considering other options for the rotational correction that
do not include a motor at the rear of the telescope. The assessment of the field ro-
tation matrices and dynamics along with a comparison of 3- and 4-frame gondola
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designs is included as Appendix A.
3.5. Fast Steering Mirror and star-tracking
Thus far, we have discussed the first stage of the pointing-system, i.e. the
gondola’s coarse azimuth control, then the second stage WASP gondola-telescope
three-axis gimballed pointing system, which provides azimuth, elevation, and roll
control. The third and final stage of our precision pointing architecture contains
an angular rate sensor (ARS) on the telescope and guide CCDs in the focal plane.
These sensors drive a Fast Steering Mirror (FSM) within the telescope, which pro-
vides line-of-sight tip and tilt control, and also feed back into the WASP gondola
control system. The fine guidance stage stabilizes the line-of-sight tip and tilt
angles to better than ∼ 0.06 arcseconds (RMS). The complete multi-stage point-
ing system, showing the various feedback loops between the stages, is shown in
Figure 1.
HALO includes four frame-transfer guide CCDs located at the edges of the
science focal plane. The guide CCDs will track guide stars around the science
observation field of interest. A star distribution study for probable HALO survey
fields was carried out to identify the availability of suitable guide stars. This study
found that with four guide CCDs, 97% of pointings will have at least 2 guide stars
of the required brightness (8 ≤mag≤ 12.5) within the guide CCD areas. Two
or more guide stars provide solutions for all 3 pointing errors of the line-of-sight
(tip, tilt and roll). Furthermore, our assessment of the centroiding performance
showed that the CCDs can be read at 50Hz while meeting the pixel centroiding
performance dictated by the pointing stability requirements (Table 1). For the
small number of pointings without 2 sufficiently bright guide stars, a slower than
nominal readout of the guide CCDs will provide sufficient S/N for guiding with
an accuracy that degrades gracefully with decreasing readout frequency.
The 3-axis ARS is mounted on the telescope barrel, takes angular rate mea-
surements at 500Hz or more, and is used to measure disturbances from >10 Hz
to 1 kHz. The fine guidance CCDs track guide stars in the field and readout at
< 50 Hz to provide centroiding information at the science focal plane level. The
fine guidance CCDs sense the lower frequency (<10 Hz) jitter, calibrate the ARS
bias and alignment errors, and provide an inertial attitude reference to point and
roll the telescope. The ARS provides the high-rate relative attitude information
needed for pointing stability. The measurements from the fine guidance CCDs
and ARS are combined in a Kalman filter that estimates the line-of-sight pointing
and rotation error. These errors are complementary filtered such that the mid-high
frequency content (tip and tilt at >0.1Hz) is used to drive the FSM (at 50Hz closed
14
Figure 6: Left: Detailed simulations of the instrument-level fine guidance system show that the
guide sensors and high-rate attitude sensors can combine to drive the FSM to correct for jit-
ters down to below the ∼0.06 arcseconds RMS level. The top panel shows the experimentally-
measured jitter signal of the WASP gondola-telescope after the first stage (gondola control) cor-
rection. These are inputs from the WASP hang test illustrated in Figure 4. Taking this as our initial
input, we show that we can make the necessary corrections with the FSM to achieve our required
pointing accuracy. The central panel shows the simulated correction command to the FSM to sup-
press the jitter, and the bottom panel shows the residual error is significantly reduced. Right: A
zoom of the residual high-frequency jitter from the bottom panel on the left shows more clearly
that the RMS value achieved is ∼0.06 arcseconds (0.15 FWHM).
loop bandwidth) and the low frequency (tip, tilt and roll at <0.1 Hz) content is sent
as the fine guidance signal to drive the WASP system (5hz closed loop).
3.5.1. Fine Pointing Simulation
A dynamic simulation model of the second-stage system has been developed
to demonstrate that the tip-tilt jitter can be measured and corrected by the FSM
to high precision (∼0.060 arcseconds RMS – see Figure 6). The assumed dis-
turbance model for our simulations was taken from experimental data from the
WASP system (see Figure 4), which we used to generate raw line-of-sight point-
ing errors. These errors are consistent with those experienced by previous balloon
missions [32].
The driving signal sent to the FSM to correct for the input errors was modeled
as a quaternion error signal (i.e. the tip/tilt error), which was converted into three
actuator position commands. This conversion represents the “inverse kinemat-
ics solution” which was derived in closed-form using a linearized kinematic FSM
model that accurately captures the kinematic degrees-of-freedom of the FSM. The
three actuator commands are passed through a (double-integrator, PII-type, 50Hz-
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bandwidth, 60◦-phase margin) “jitter-reduction controller.” A second integrator
is added to this controller to effectively compensate for the losses introduced by
the complementary filter. The output signal from this filter block represents the
three position commands that are sent to the FSM local controller hardware. The
FSM local controller hardware is pre-programmed to process this input signal
in either open-loop mode, or closed-loop mode. For the open-loop case, the in-
put represents the voltage applied to a Lead-Zirconate-Titanate (PZT) actuator to
move the FSM. In the closed-loop case, a local feedback sensor that directly mea-
sures the PZT actuator’s stroke is used to create the error signal which is driven
to zero at high-bandwidth/high-sampling (5kHz) by the FSM local closed-loop
(Proportional-Integral) controller. The closed-loop local controller identified for
HALO will be used to attenuate the actuator hysteretic nonlinearity, which acts
as a destabilizing internal disturbance for the actuator when it is driven in open-
loop mode. We modeled both the open-loop and closed-loop cases, both with
and without a realistic actuator hysteresis model (0.2% nonlinearity). Although
the closed-loop approach was shown to reduce jitter substantially (by as much as
50%, 1σ), we observe that the open-loop mode is sufficiently accurate to meet re-
quirements. In addition to verifying line of sight (LOS) accuracy, the simulation
study also monitored the simulated performance of the FSM to confirm that it was
conservatively within the specifications of commercial off the shelf (COTS) FSM
hardware. In particular, it was shown that only 2% of the available actuator dis-
placement capability was needed to perform the required LOS error attenuation.
Thus our preliminary assessment of the attitude estimation performance indicates
that this approach will satisfy the HALO requirements (as is shown in Figure 6).
3.6. Structural Jitter
Structural jitter induced by control structure interactions or balloon gondola
dynamics could limit the pointing performance as was recently experienced by
the Sunrise mission [29], [30]. Their findings indicate the presence of an unmit-
igated 10Hz oscillation mode, plus many unmitigated high-frequency structural-
jitter modes above 40Hz possibly caused by bearing rumble. During HALO con-
struction, we will perform modal tests and a closed-loop pointing test to measure
structural vibrations. If necessary we will add passive isolation to the telescope
to gimbal the mounting interface, tuned mass dampers, and/or a passive damp-
ing implementation such as properly tuned visco-elastic rotary motor mounts,
which could help reduce structural jitter. For example, visco-elastic rotary gimbal
mounts at the interface between the inner-most gimbal and the telescope could be
tuned to provide structural jitter attenuation [31].
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3.7. Thermo-mechanical stability
Maintaining a constant PSF to meet HALO’s science goals will also require
thermo-mechanical stability along the optical path. Two effects dominate this bud-
get. First, the alignment of optical components can be affected by gravitational
loading or temperature gradients. The shape of the PSF is most sensitive to dif-
ferential motion of the telescope structure, for example expansion of one side of
the telescope. To some degree, such motions can be compensated by the FSM and
a movable secondary mirror; however, to reduce mechanical distortions to within
an acceptable range (the third requirement in Table 1), the telescope structure and
optical bench must be actively temperature-controlled. Second, thermally induced
airflow inside the optical path can cause “mirror seeing”. Preliminary balloon data
from [33] indicate that that turbulence induced by a warm primary mirror does not
significantly degrade seeing in a high-altitude balloon environment. However, this
data is not entirely conclusive, so we seek to implement a design that optimizes
structural thermal stability and also minimizes heat gradients that might produce
turbulent airflow.
HALO will launch at an ambient temperature of ∼ 290 K and rise to float
altitude where the ambient temperature is ∼ 240 K and the pressure is a soft vac-
uum of a few torr. Solar radiative loading will vary by several hundred W
m2
from
daylight to night, while earth thermal irradiance varies with gondola orientation.
In this environment, mechanical stability of the HALO telescope and instrument
will be achieved through active temperature regulation of the structure and mir-
rors, aided by sun- and earth-shields which reduce the radiative loading to a small
value. The structure will equilibrate to the ambient 240 K temperature relatively
quickly (< 12 hours), despite being well-insulated. Thin-film heaters, on the
structure under the insulation, will maintain the structure temperature stable to ±4
K, slightly above the warmest ambient conditions, thereby maintaining mechan-
ical alignment of the telescope structure. Maintaining the temperature slightly
“hot-biased” is commonly done when the external temperature is expected to vary
over a small range, or (particularly when using preset mechanical thermostatic
switches) to account for uncertainty in foreknowledge of the ambient tempera-
ture. Rigid, lightweight insulation effective at the soft vacuum (few torr) ambient
float pressure has been developed over the past decade under NASA sponsor-
ship [34], for cryogen and related storage and insulation applications; it is now
a commercially-available product2 with low mass and excellent insulating perfor-
2Aspen Aerogels Cryogel x201, http://www.aerogel.com/products/pdf/Cryogel x201 DS.pdf
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mance that will minimize both electrical demand for the heaters and heat loss to
the surroundings. The primary mirror will cool during ascent, but more slowly
than the structure due to its mass. Approximately 30% of the cooling will occur
during the first hour of ascent, aided by forced convection over the back surface
of the primary. By that time HALO will have approached 15 km altitude, and the
effectiveness of convective cooling will have decreased markedly. The remainder
of the cooling, by a combination of radiation and natural convection (with reduced
effectiveness but still present), will require an additional two days. Upon reaching
final temperature, the primary will be temperature-controlled by electric heaters
in a flexible sealed cavity on the mirror back surface. Cooling of the secondary
mirror is treated similarly, but occurs more quickly because of its smaller size
and more-exposed location. Preliminary pointing tests and calibration data can
be taken during the first 2 days of a HALO flight, but full science operations will
only begun once thermal equilibrium has been reached.
Maintaining the primary near ambient temperature has the added benefit of
suppressing convection-induced seeing degradation. The primary front surface
and optical path are enclosed by a lightweight, “floating” baffle which is sealed
against air flow (by a highly flexible membrane) at the plane of the primary.
This baffle shields the primary from external airflow and cools by radiation to
ambient conditions, providing a stable air column within the telescope optical
path. The rear surface of the primary and the instrument enclosure are separately
temperature-controlled, again to near ambient temperature.
4. Applications of stable balloon platforms
There are a number of astronomy applications that require a pointing design
that is stable at or near the level described here.
As discussed in the introduction, weak gravitational lensing is the systematic
deflection of light from faint background galaxies by foreground dark matter struc-
tures. This distorts the apparent shapes of background galaxies by a few percent.
This is too small to be measured in each galaxy but a mean signal can be obtained
from similarly distorted galaxies along adjacent lines of sight. Thus, weak lensing
is a statistical measurement, requiring large wide-angle surveys to effectively con-
strain the properties of dark matter and dark energy ([25]; [35]; [36]). At the same
time, as discussed in the introduction, due to the small galaxy shape distortions
being measured, high image quality is essential. The large FOV and imaging pre-
cision attained by the HALO architecture outlined here is designed to meet these
requirements.
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Searches for extra-solar planets also require an observing platform stable over
long durations. Planets are now known to exist outside our solar system in a vari-
ety of forms: including gas giants, hot-super-Earths in short period orbits, and ice
giants. The challenge for coming missions will be to find terrestrial planets, one
half to twice the size of the Earth, in the habitable zone of their stars where liquid
water and possibly life might exist (see e.g. [37]). The transit and microlensing
methods for exoplanet detection both require continuous, simultaneous monitor-
ing of the brightnesses of hundreds of thousands of stars – in a small number of
pointings with a very large field of view. Coronographic exoplanet studies require
a smaller field of view, but still rely on the high stability enabled by the system
described. A balloon architecture close to HALO could perform these studies.
Galaxy surveys also have many compelling science goals that could take ad-
vantage of a stable balloon platform. For example, the Cluster Lensing And Super-
nova survey with Hubble (CLASH; [38]) aims to map the distribution of galaxies
and dark matter in galaxy clusters, as well as to detect very distant supernovae
(which must then be monitored from the ground due to the cost of space-based
telescope time). This survey will also allow study the morphological evolution
and the internal structure of galaxies in and behind these clusters. High resolution
imaging is required to resolve these distant galaxies, and long duration pointing
stability and control is needed to build up a statistically significant sample at a
range of cosmological redshifts. Such studies could be performed with a stable
balloon telescope for far less cost than space-based platforms.
Finally, studies of stars within our galaxy and nearby galaxies suffer confusion
due to seeing in ground based observations. A stable space-based platform would
open up a new, cheap method for long duration deep surveys of nearby stellar
populations.
5. Summary and discussion
We have introduced a multi-stage, sub-arcsecond pointing architecture com-
posed of coarse azimuth control of the gondola, a three-axis secondary pointing
stage with sky de-rotation, and a fine-guidance stage utilizing an angular rate sen-
sor and fast steering mirror. Long duration pointing stability of 0.15 arcseconds
FWHM (0.06 RMS) should be attainable with this setup. When combined with
ultra long duration balloon flights via super-pressure balloons, our design has the
potential to yield near space-quality data at a fraction of the the cost of a similar
space-based facility.
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One such balloon concept is the High Altitude Lensing Observatory. A weak
gravitational lensing mission, HALO has the ultimate goal of surveying significant
fractions of the night sky to high-precision in order to constrain the nature of Dark
Matter and Dark Energy. The experiment design outlined in this paper will allow
HALO to reach this ambitious goal. The reusable telescope will be able to perform
surveys of 1000–2000 square degrees per year at ∼1–2% the cost of a dedicated
space-based survey mission.
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Appendix A: HALO Field Rotation and Gimbal Designs
The design space we are considering for HALO separates into into three- or
four-gimbal designs or the WASP system with a supplemental roll axis and coun-
terweight. We present here the mathematics behind the rotational transformations
needed to achieve roll control for a telescope like HALO using three and four-
gimbal designs.
In order to determine the required motion about physical rotation axes, we
equate the rotation matrix describing motion about these axes to the one describ-
ing motion of the target. From this comparison, it is possible to analyze angular
position of each axis frame as a function of location of the target along its path
through the sky, as parameterized by declination (dec) and Hour Angle (HA). The
goal is to maintain constant orientation of the image (constant direction to the
north celestial pole). This is achieved by converting a rotation of the telescope
about the north celestial pole to a rotation about the physical gondola axes.
Rotation of θ counterclockwise about a unit vector axis v = [a b c] is given by
a rotation matrix
Rv(θ) = Q sin(θ) + (I − P ) cos(θ) + P (1)
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where
Q =


0 c −b
−c 0 a
b −a 0

 (2)
with P = vTv, and I = 3 × 3 identity matrix. A vector p under a rotation described
by R is given by
prot = poriginalR . (3)
Sequential rotations can be expressed as a product of the rotation matrices that
compose it. It is important to be careful that the sub-rotations are ordered in the
right way and expressed with respect to the correct axes, because rotation matrices
are not multiplicatively commutative. Sequential rotations can be described in two
ways. The next rotation is added intrinsically (with respect to moving frame) as
a left product about intrinsic axes, and extrinsically (with respect to stationary
frame) as a right product about extrinsic axes.
For example, extrinsic rotation about the x-axis [1 0 0] by 90o followed by
rotation about z-axis [0 0 1] by -90o is described by
R = Rx(90
o)Rz(−90
o), (4)
which is equivalent intrinsically to a rotation of -90o about z followed by a rotation
of 90o about the once-rotated x-axis, actually now at
[1, 0, 0]Rz(−90
o) = [0,−1, 0]. (5)
Rotation matrices are typically named according to their intrinsic composition.
This would be a ZX rotation. We define a fixed coordinate system based on zenith
as z, terrestrial north as y, and terrestrial east as x. First we describe rotation of
the sky. Stable sky pointing motion is described by
Rpointing = Rx(−dec)Ry(−HA)Rx(lat) (6)
where HA has been converted from units of sidereal hours to units of degrees (24
sidereal hours = 360o). This describes a rotation about x (= East) of lato, then
about once-rotated y (= North Celestial Pole) of -HAo, and finally about twice-
rotated x (= away from celestial north) of -deco in order to get to a target currently
located at some declination and HA. As time passes, the target HA increases.
Sky motion with hanging disturbances superimposed is described by
Rdistpoint = RdisturbRpointing (7)
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Figure 7: Left: 3-frame design in orientation A: ZXY configuration. Initial position with frame
rotation angles = 0 when inner axis along y (red), mid along x (blue), outer along z (black), and
telescope also up (green). Middle: 3-frame design in orientation B: ZYX configuration. Initial
position with frame rotation angles = 0 when inner axis along x (red), mid along y (blue), outer
along z (black), and telescope also up (green): equivalent to 3A rotated about z by 90o and with
inner axis inverted. Right: 4-frame design. Initial position with frame rotation angles = 0 when
declination axis along x (yellow), inner along y (red), mid along x (blue), outer along z (black),
and telescope also up (green): similar to 3A with an additional inner frame.
where
Rdisturb = Rz(θroll)Rx(θpitch)Ry(θyaw), (8)
and roll, pitch, and yaw intrinsically define the disturbance motion of the tele-
scope. The fine guidance CCDs on HALO will sense this disturbance as a shifting
of the image, which can then be translated to roll, pitch, and yaw of the telescope.
Next we define rotation of the gimbal frames. This consists of a product of
rotations about gimbal axes: described extrinsically inner to outer, which is equiv-
alent intrinsically to outer to inner
Rframes = Rinnermost × Routermost . (9)
The rotation axes are defined in their initial positions with respect to the reference
frame. The scenarios that follow are set up with each of these unit vectors along
the x-, y-, or z-axis. This makes the product of matrices relatively simple such
that the frame angles can be solved for explicitly by examining certain entries in
Rframes.
Any rotation matrices that describe the same ultimate rotation motion must be
equivalent, though they may get there along different axes. In order to transform
target motion into motion of gimbals, the rotation matrices for sky and frames are
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equated. By solving this system of equations we derive frame rotation angles as
targets are tracked across the sky, and from these quantities also estimate rates of
frames’ rotations
Rframes = Rsky . (10)
With this it is possible to examine steady sky rotation to get a feel for target track-
ing, and examine sky rotation with roll disturbance to assess the effect of LOS
rotation on frame angles.
Next, we examine three gimbal designs consisting of nested frames. Diagrams
of their setup are displayed in Figure 7 and their frame rotation matrices are de-
scribed below. The frame axes’ initial alignment with the x-, y-, or z-axes results
in a relatively simple rotation matrix that allows the frame angles to be solved for
explicitly from certain entries Rrow column.
For the 3-frame gimbal system (Figure 7: left), the rotation matrix describing
frame motion is
R3frames = Ry(θi)Rx(θm)Rz(θo). (11)
This is equivalent to rotation of θo about the outer frame axis, followed by a ro-
tation of θm about the (once rotated) middle frame axis, followed by a rotation of
θi about the (twice rotated) inner frame axis. The axes of motion are defined with
respect to their initial position to the reference frame, which puts the outer, mid,
and inner axes along z, x, and y respectively, resulting in a ZXY rotation. Frame
angles are solved for explicitly as
θo = arctan(−R21/R22) (12)
θm = arcsin(R23) (13)
θi = arctan(−R13/R33) . (14)
For the 3B gimbal system (Figure 7: middle), the rotation matrix describing
frame motion is
R3Bframes = Rx(θi)Ry(θm)Rz(θo) (15)
This is still equivalent to rotation of θo about the outer frame axis, followed by
a rotation of θm about the (once rotated) middle frame axis, followed by a rota-
tion of θi about the (twice rotated) inner frame axis, though the axes positions
have changed. The outer, mid, and inner axes are along z, y, and x respectively,
resulting in a ZYX rotation. The frame angles are solved for explicitly as
θo = arctan(R12/R11) (16)
θm = arcsin(−R13) (17)
θi = arctan(R23/R33) . (18)
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For the 4-frame gimbal system (Figure 7: right), the rotation matrix describing
frame motion is
R4frames = Rx(θdec)Ry(θi)Rx(θm)Rz(θo) . (19)
This is equivalent to rotation of θo about the outer frame axis, followed by a ro-
tation of θm about the (once rotated) middle frame axis, followed by a rotation
of θi about the (twice rotated) inner frame axis, and finally a rotation of θi about
the (thrice rotated) declination frame axis. The outer, mid, inner, and dec axes
are along z, x, y, and x respectively, resulting in a ZXYX rotation. However, it
is slightly simpler than this. The declination frame is only used for declination
selection, and not driven otherwise, so we set θdec = −dec◦. Then left-dividing
both sides of the equivalence equation (10) by Rx(−dec) makes the outer, mid,
and inner gimbals of the 4-Frame behave as the 3A-Frame system. We refer to
this altered rotation as R∗ = Rx(−dec)/R. The frame angles then are solved for
explicitly as
θo = arctan(−R
∗21/R∗22) (20)
θm = arcsin(R
∗23) (21)
θi = arctan(−R
∗13/R∗33) (22)
θdec = −dec . (23)
This 4-Frame design is essentially an equatorial telescope mount. The inner axis
acts as right ascension, kept pointing at the celestial pole by the outer and mid
frames. Only this inner right ascension frame needs to be driven to track the
target and the declination axis is only changed to select the target.
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